
VOYAGE 1786 - 11 Rue de la Dent du Chat, 73420 Voglans - RCS Chambéry : 811 083 633 00032  
www.1786.travel 

Call on Transfer Mont Blanc for a private and personalized VTC transportation service. A brand owned by Agency 1786. 

BOOK YOUR TRANSFER FOR YOUR TRIP 

- Serenity: Free yourself from the car wheel and enjoy the beauty of the landscape. Our experienced drivers will 

drive you from the airport to your place of residence.                                                                 

- Security: Travel with comfort aboard our brand-new vehicles carrying up to 7 passengers and a fair quantity of 

luggage.  

-  Discovery: Enjoy the ride! Gift yourself a visit of Annecy, the Venice of the Alps, accompanied by our guides & 

Alps specialists, and enjoy a lunch break in a traditional restaurant. 

 

 

 

PREFERENTIAL « PARTNER » RATES    

From or toward your accommodation/hotel. 

VAN VW (Caravelle 8 seats) 

Nbr of passengers Geneva Airport Lyon Airport Chambéry Airport Annecy Train Station 

1-4 130€ 350€ 185€ 120€ 

5-6 140€ 390€ 205€ 130€ 

7-8 170€ 460€ 245€ 155€ 

PRESTIGE OR HYDROGENE VEHICLES (Hyundai Nexo, 3 seats) 

Nbr of passengers Geneva Airport Lyon Airport Chambéry Airport Annecy Train Station 

1-3 260€ 700€ 370€ 240€ 

Price per vehicle (7 or 8 passengers maximum) upon availability.                                                                                                                             

For any other journey, ask for an online quote.                                                                                                                                                

For any personalized request, contact us for a special quote. 

 On the way toward your accommodation or during your trip, discover unusual and authentic activities. Annecy, 

Chamonix, Chambéry and many other destinations. 

Experience Mont Blanc, a brand owned by Agency 1786, invites you to discover more than 200 exclusive experiences to 

promote tourism in the Alps Mont Blanc. Rendez-vous at Experience-Mont-Blanc.com.  

 

Our active team will take care of you!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Contact us at +33 6 38 82 94 26 or at transfer@1786.travel 
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